Using the holographic lightfront projection, which in the present context is not an independent principle but a consequence of the well-known properties of local QFT, we derive an area law for vacuum polarizationcaused localization-entropy. Its area density is associated to the localization entropy of an associated auxiliary chiral theory on the lightray. Its microscopic derivation with the help of angular Euclideanization in the standard setting of statistical mechanics leads to a universal linear divergence multiplied with a strength which only depends on the quantum matter content of the holographic projection. This microscopic approach determines the entropy only modulo a universal matter-independent factor since the validity of a normalizing thermodynamic fundamental law for vacuum polarization-induced entropy is unknown. Hence the acceptance of the Bekenstein area law (which assumes the validity of the classical form of thermodynamic fundamental laws) as an indicator of quantum gravity amounts to attribute to it a entropy-normalizing role similar to a thermodynamic fundamental law. In particular this unknown mechanism must undo the dependence of localization entropy on the holographic equivalence classes for quantum matter.
Introduction
Localization-entropy is a thermal manifestation of vacuum polarization. This means that different from the standard heat bath thermality of classical statistical systems it is of quantum-physical origin; in fact it is a characteristic manifestation of local quantum physics which shares many properties with ordinary heat bath thermality. Vacuum fluctuations as an inexorable attribute of local quantum physics were first noted by Heisenberg [1] when he computed what we nowadays would call a "partial charge" by integrating the Wick-ordered zero component of the bilinear conserved current density over a finite spatial volume; he noticed that the current conservation law does not control the infinitely strong particle-antiparticle vacuum fluctuations at the boundary of the volume. Later conceptual and mathematical refinements of QFT showed that (by arguing more carefully by using smearing functions to smoothen the transition from full to zero charge density at the boundary of the volume and to replace the integral with a sharp time delta function by a finite time-support interpolation), these fluctuations can be kept finite and localized in a surface of finite thickness [3] ; by performing the smoothened infinite box limit in a suitable way they vanish weakly; hence the dependence on the test functions drops out in the limit and one obtains the formula for the global conserved charge operator. In the presence of interactions these quadratic vacuum fluctuations of interaction-free currents acting on the vacuum pass to vacuum polarization "clouds" involving an unlimited number (increasing with perturbative order) of particle-antiparticle pairs, a phenomenon which in the perturbative context was first noticed with some surprise by Furry and Oppenheimer [2] . Placed into a more modern conceptual setting this observation can be generalized to the statement that in the presence of interactions the inexorable presence of vacuum polarization clouds prevent the existence of any vacuum-polarizationf ree-generator (PFG) affiliated to subwedge-localized operator algebras; here subwedge-localized stands for localization regions which can be properly enclosed in a wedge region 1 . In a more placating manner: the existence of a subwedge-localized PFG forces the theory to be free. "PFG" stands for any operator F which applied to the vacuum creates a genuine one-particle state (i.e. with no higher particle components). The notion of PFG plays an important role in the modern conceptual understanding of the field versus particle issue [4] .
This situation begs the question whether such observations on individual localized operators can be related to collective properties of causally localized operator algebras which are generated by fields smeared with test functions supported in a causally complete spacetime region. The idea that such localized algebras may exhibit thermal properties comes from two different sources. There is the physically motivated observation made first by Hawking [5] for quantum matter enclosed in a Schwarzschild black hole situation; later the thermal manifestation of vacuum fluctuations associated with causal horizons became somewhat detached from the presence of strong curvature effects in Unruh's Gedankenexperiment [10] associated with a Rindler wedge in Minkowski spacetime. On the other hand thermal KMS properties of a state on a wedge-localized algebra which resulted from restricting the global vacuum state of a QFT to a wedge-localized subalgebra were first noted by Bisognano and Wichmann when they found that the cyclic and separating action of the wedge algebra on the vacuum leads to a beautiful illustration [6] of the modular Tomita-Takesaki theory of operator algebras which was discovered a decade before with important contributions coming from physicists doing quantum statistical mechanics directly in infinite space (open systems) [6] . The connection between the two current of thoughts were first observed by Sewell [7] .
Once it can be argued that the Heisenberg-Furry-Oppenheimer vacuum polarization phenomenon within the context of localized operator algebras leads to thermal manifestations, the surface nature of this local quantum physical phenomenon would lead (even on very naive reasoning) one to expect different properties of thermal behavior than in the case of the standard heat bath situation. The relativistic causal nature (through the finite propagation speed which is unaffected by the passing to quantum theory) would suggest that extensive quantities as the entropy go with the area of the causal horizon which is a kind of fictitious boundary. In fact the first area law was discovered by Bekenstein [8] who observed certain analogies in black hole physics and thermodynamics. These observations in conjunction with the Hawking temperature suggested that there are two properties of localization-caused thermal behavior which are quite different from the classical heat bath situation: the entropy is proportional to the area of the causal horizon (the edge of the wedge in our holographic approach starting from wedge-localized algebras) and the temperature is not freely variable but its numerical value is tied to the geometry and physics (surface "gravity") of the horizon.
In the prevailing literature one encounters the strong belief that thermal black hole aspects may play an important in the understanding of the still elusive quantum gravity. On the other hand there is also a school of thought [9] who argues that in particular the thermal aspects are common to all quantum systems 2 with a finite propagation speed i.e. there are plenty of "black hole analogs" in various areas of physics; some authors even contemplate that this analogs may go beyond mere Gedankenexperiments and have measurable consequences.
Although the interest in localization-entropy is partly motivated by such ideas, it is important to emphasize that the content of this article is independent of such problems and controversies. It addresses a local quantum physical problem of a general nature which existed since the beginnings of QFT; the reason why it was not confronted earlier is that the useful formalism with which QFT nearly became identified (Lagrangian quantization, Euclidean functional integral approach) is less appropriate for studying this kind of problem which is better taken care of by other concepts and more recent mathematical tools. In this respect (but probably not in its overall significance for particle physics) there is a certain analogy to the "revolution" caused by the post second world war renormalization setting of QFT, which in view of the fact that it actually strengthened the prior physical principles which underlie QFT (and rendered the far-out speculative solutions of the ultraviolet problem to footnotes of history) became a quite conservative revolution. In fact most progress in physics started with speculative far out ideas and culminated in a profound extension of existing concepts.
Localization-induced vacuum polarization is, as the case of the mentioned Heisenberg surface divergence in the definition of a sharply localized partial charge, a truly intrinsic ultraviolet divergent phenomenon i.e. one which is not caused by the computational use of singular field coordinatizations which at the end of the computation can be renormalized away. Hence a complete universality in the sense of a total independence on the local quantum matter content would make vacuum polarization-caused thermal behavior a rather academic and useless concept for QFT.
The notion of entropy used in this paper is slightly more abstract than the standard one. Entropy in its original microscopic meaning is a measure of disorder whose characterizing property is that it is strictly additive if the system allows a factorization into subsystems. This requirement fixes entropy only up to a common constant (the same for all systems). Therefore an ultraviolet divergence in a particular definition of microscopic localization entropy is no obstacle as long as the divergence is universal i.e. that entropy ratios for systems withe the same localization geometry but different quantum matter content stays finite in a regularization-independent way (and nontrivial in the sense of = 1). If one is able to derive a thermodynamic fundamental law, as in the case of the classical heat bath setting, this law can then be used to normalize the microscopic entropy so that it can play its standard thermodynamic role. In the naive box quantization, the entropy caused by the enclosing into a box is ultraviolet divergent in a somewhat confusing way which does not permit a regularization-independent comparison of localization entropies for different quantum matter. A significant step towards an intrinsic and regularization independent definition is the realization that this kind of vacuum polarizationinduced thermal behavior can be computed in the holographic projection which permits a clearer description by separating out an area factor and associating the remaining area density to the simpler problem of localization-entropy of an interval in an auxiliary chiral theory.
The prototype situation in this paper will be that of a Rindler-Unruh [10] wedge algebra whose holographic projection is the (upper) causal horizon which covers half a lightfront. Although the wedge algebra is equal to that of its lightfront horizon, the simpler spacetime localization of the holographic projection facilitates greatly the computation of entropy. In several investigations it has been noted that the localization structure along the unique lightray contained in the lightfront (the longitudinal direction) is that of a chiral QFT [7] [11] [12] , whereas the local resolution of the transverse directions (i.e. the directions into the edge of the wedge) is the result of more recent investigations [13] . Both problems can be explicitly investigated for free fields; unfortunately in the presence of interactions this cannot be carried out by the same pedestrian methods but rather requires the modular (operator algebraic) methods of algebraic QFT (AQFT). Both answers agree: the holographic lightfront projection has no transverse vacuum polarization, a fact which is related to the radical change of the spacetime interpretation in the re-processing of the ambient algebraic substrate to its holographic projection. This means that in the transverse directions the holographic projection behaves quantum mechanically i.e. the vacuum state tensor-factorizes. In algebraic terms the global lightfront algebra tensor-factorizes under transverse subdivisions and this factorization is inherited by any longitudinal one-or two-sided finitely extended subalgebra (see below). Although a detailed derivation of the localization-structure on the horizon of the wedge requires a substantial use of theorems about modular inclusions and intersections, the tensor factorization of the horizon algebra under transverse subdivisions by cutting the horizon into half cylinders E ×(0, ∞) along the lightlike direction (with E a subset of the transverse edge) relies on the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Takesaki [14] ) Let (B,Ω) be a von Neumann algebra with a cyclic and separating vector Ω and ∆ it B its modular group. Let A ⊂ B be an inclusion of two von Neumann algebras such that the modular group Ad∆ it B leaves A invariant. Then the modular objects of (B,Ω) restrict to those of (Ae A , Ω) where e A is the projection e A H = AΩ as well as to those of (Ce C , Ω) with C = A ′ ∩ B and e C H = CΩ. Furthermore A and C tensor-factorize i.e. A ∨ C ≃A⊗C on Ω ⊗ Ω.
In the application to lightfront holography B ≡ A(W ) = A(LF (W )) and
The modular group of W is the Lorentz-boost Λ W (−2πt) which in the holographic projection becomes a dilation. The dilation invariance of the half cylinder algebras A(E × (0, ∞)) is geometrically obvious. These half-cylinder algebras can be shown to be monade [15] subalgebras (hyperfinite III 1 factors) of the type I ∞ tensor factors corresponding to the full two-sided cylinders. The transverse subdivisions can be repeated ad infinitum. This factorization into statistically-independent transverse half cylinders forces the localization entropy to be additive in transverse direction under arbitrary subdivisions. In d=1+3 the transverse directions carry the dimension of the area of the edge. The area density s of entropy is therefore the localization entropy of an auxiliary chiral theory of the lightray or, using its Moebius invariance, of itsṘ ≃ S 1 circular compactification. Whereas the area behavior of localization entropy was known [13] , the actual computation for a localization interval remained an open problem whose solution is the main contribution of this paper.
There are two ways in which this entropy can be computed. Both ideas start from the realization that strictly localized operator algebras do not allow traceclass type of Gibbs states to be defined on them, the same vacuum polarization property which causes the thermal aspects prevents the KMS states (resulting from the restriction of the vacuum to the localized algebra) to be of traceclass. This is in principle not different from the fact that the thermodynamic limit in the heat bath setting retains only its KMS property but looses its Gibbs representability. In this case the box-quantized normalized Gibbs states approximate the limiting KMS state and lead to the statement that under very general conditions the volume density of heat bath entropy remains finite in the infinite volume limit.
One idea is to use the "split entropy" i.e. to enclose the interval into a two-sided ε-enlarged interval and to use one of the compute the von Neumann entropy associated with the Gibbs state which results from the restriction of the vacuum state to the quantum mechanical type I ∞ algebra between the original and the ε-extended algebra whose existence is secured by the split property 3 (see third section). The idea is that in this one dimensional version it is easier to see a universal behavior as ε → 0 and the split "Hamiltonian" of the Gibbs state approaches the dilation which is the modular automorphism of the KMS state at the Hawking temperature.
The second method is Euclidean, more precisely it involves an angular Euclideanization of the modular group of an interval. Thanks to the temperature duality relation, the entropy of the localization entropy is related to the infinite temperature limit (the "chaos" limit) of the logarithm of the rotational partition function. Intuitively the infinite quantum temperature corresponds to an infinite energy or to a shrinking split distance. After splitting off this common diverging factor with the dimension of an energy or distance −1 , the remaining numerical parameter is related to the representation theory of the Diff(S) group; in case the chiral theory associated to the holographic projection has an energy-momentum tensor, this parameter is the well-known Witt-Virasoro central extension parameter c. More precisely the area density of entropy s diverges linearly with a numerical factor whose quantum matter dependence (for the minimal chiral models) is fully encoded in the c-value associated with the holographic projection
i.e. the leading term does depend multiplicatively on a parameter which is part of the C * -algebraic structure; it does not depend on the charge sector which characterizes the equivalence class of the representation of the net of C * -algebras (which would however show up in the next to leading term). Without having a normalization relation (e.g. a thermodynamic law for localizationinduced thermality caused by vacuum fluctuations at the causal boundary in which the microscopically defined entropy enters) at ones disposal one cannot do better than compare the area densities for different matter content. The ultraviolet divergence is concentrated in a universal linear divergent factor which corresponds to the only genuinely physical ultraviolet divergence which is totally intrinsic (i.e. does not depend on what field coordinatization one uses in order to describe the theory) namely the Heisenberg-Furry-Oppenheimer vacuum polarization cloud which linearly diverges if one compresses the fuzzy localization boundary of the split situation into a sharp boundary. The fact that it is impossible (or extremely difficult outside the curved spacetimes) to translate these properties into the world of actual measurements (the black hole analog problem) in now way diminishes their internal theoretical interest and structural use in QFT.
In the next section we will briefly describe the arguments for the absence of transverse vacuum polarization which leads to an area density of entropy in more pedestrian terms and in the third section this entropy density will be computed in the holographic setting by an "angular modular Euclideanization" which was previously used to derive the temperature duality in chiral theories [15] .
Reviewing lightfront holography, consequences of absence of transverse vacuum polarization
Lightfront holography is the correct formulation of what in earlier times was proposed under the heading of "lightcone quantization". It should not be viewed as a new quantization (whose equivalence to the standard approach creates a problematic issue) but rather as a concept which reprocesses the spacetime affiliation of the algebraic substrate in the ambient space to a radically different one described by localized algebras on the lightfront (which is a manifold which is neither globally nor even locally hyperbolic). For free fields the lightfront holography can be carried out in the momentum space representation in terms of the Wigner particle creation/annihilation operators
The longitudinal chiral structure of the original (transverse unresolved) lightfront algebra results as the generated algebra from transverse test function smearing. Note that the restriction cannot be done by simply putting x − = 0 in the two-point spacetime correlation function. The conformally invariant chiral structure along the lightray does not imply that the ambient theory is massless. Whereas the conformal shortdistance limit in critical universality classes changes the theory, the holographic projection takes place in the same Hilbert space as the ambient theory and attributes an extremely useful higher dimensional role to chiral theories.
For interacting fields which belong to the properly renormalizable class for which the integral over the Kallen-Lehmann spectral function diverges, such a restriction in the Fourier representation does not work 4 . A more careful limiting process involving test functions reveals that the necessary large distance restriction on the test functions which renders the formal infrared divergence in A LF harmless is an automatic consequence of the nature of the LF limit. Different from the equal time canonical structure which breaks down for interacting properly renormalizable fields, there is no such short distance restriction on the generating field of the holographic projection; whereas canonical fields only exist for near free field behavior, fields on the lightray exist for arbitrary high anomalous dimensions. The only problem is that one cannot get to them by a process of restriction as it worked for free fields. But in view of the fact that lighfront holography involves a very radical spacetime re-processing of the algebraic substrate, this is not surprising. The dependence of the commutator on the transverse coordinates x ⊥ is encoded in the quantum mechanical (derivative-free) delta function and is directly related to the transverse factorization of the vacuum i.e. to the factorization of the algebra of a cylinder (finite transverse extension) in lightray direction into tensor products upon subdivision into sub-cylinders. Any additive extensive quantity as an entropy associated to half-cylinder is then additive in transverse direction and hence follows an area law, independent of its concrete microscopic definition.
There are two methods which lead to the holographic projection. One is an algebraic method in which one starts from a wedge algebra and obtains the longitudinal and transverse locality structure on the lightfront by forming modular inclusions and modular intersection. The other method is more formal (less rigorous) and requires to know the expansion of the ambient field in terms of incoming particle operators i.e. a substantial amount of scattering theory. For the first method we refer to [13] ; here we opt for the more pedestrian second method which consists in taking x + = 0 inside the expansion
where the integration goes over the upper/lower part of the mass hyperboloid H m and the corresponding components of A in (p) denote the creation/annihilation operators of the (incoming) particles. Modulo problems of convergence of this series (i.e. formally) this defines a field on the lightfront. For consistency reasons the commutation relation of would be local pointlike generators must be of the form
where the sum goes over a finite number of derivatives of delta functions and C nLF are (composite) operators of the model. The presence of the quantum mechanical δ-function and the absence of transverse derivatives expresses the transverse tensor factorization of the vacuum i.e. all the field theoretic vacuum polarization has been compressed into the x + lightray direction. All these properties can be rigorously derived in the algebraic setting [13] and we refer the reader to these papers. The absence of transverse vacuum fluctuations leads to the additivity of entropy under transverse subdivisions i.e. to the notion of area density of entropy i.e. the problem has been reduced to the calculation of localization entropy of a hypothetical chiral QFT on the lightray. The basic problem which will be addressed in the next section is how to assign a localization entropy to an interval on the (compactified) lightray.
Angular Euclideanization, localization-entropy for chiral intervals
As explained in the previous section, lightfront holography reveals that localizationentropy is described by an area density which in turn has the interpretation of a localization-entropy in an auxiliary chiral theory. Thanks to the known structural richness and simplicity of chiral theories, there is a better chance for unraveling the localization-entropy associated with the algebra in an interval. Before entering computational details it is important to be aware of two facts:
• As an abstract statistical concept entropy (as a measure of disorder) is only determined modulo a multiplicative constant (the same constant for systems with different matter content). The normalization to the thermodynamic entropy is performed with the help of the fundamental thermodynamic law. Not knowing how to derive such laws for quantum thermal aspects which are due to vacuum polarization, one only can compute ratios between area densities for systems with different quantum matter.
• Heisenberg's observation of the ultraviolet divergence of the vacuum polarization in the limit of sharp localization boundaries strongly suggests that, unlike other effects of vacuum polarization (Lamb-shift,...), this divergence is genuine and intrinsic (i.e. it is not caused by the use of singular field coordinatizations) and cannot be renormalized away by the standard distinction between naked and physical (dressed) parameters. But since the abstract concept of entropic area density leaves a common normalization factor open, the future possibility to derive normalizing fundamental thermodynamical laws either within the present framework or with the help of the still elusive quantum gravity is not excluded; this problem will however not be pursued in the present work. Note that the area proportionality itself is part of known local quantum physics and in no way necessitates to invoke a new "holographic principle" or gravitation, i.e. the area law for localization-entropy is as universal as the volume law for heat bath entropy [16] , in particular it is a common feature of all black hole "analogs".
Whereas the Hawking-Unruh temperature appears automatically from the KMS nature of the vacuum state upon restriction to the observable algebra of an interval, the localization-entropy poses a more challenging problem since the relevant modular unitary ∆ it I in terms of which the KMS state is defined is related to the (dilation-like) Moebius transformation which leaves I invariant (i.e. the end points ∂I remain fixed). The unbounded ∆ I operator is not trace class i.e. the KMS state is not Gibbs and therefore the entropy is ill-defined. One encounters a similar situation for heat bath thermal behavior of open systems when one approximates the infinite volume KMS state by a limiting sequence of box-enclosed Gibbs states which are associated to finite partition functions. The global thermodynamic limit algebra is of the same Murray von Neumann type as the interval algebras 6 of chiral QFT; in the first case it is the infrared limit whereas in the interval localization case it is the infinite short distance strength of vacuum fluctuations which prevent a Gibbs state description.
The valuable message from this analogy is to look for a natural interpolating sequence of Gibbs states which approximate the KMS state associated to the modular dilation-like automorphism ∆ it I . One such construction which comes to ones mind immediately, is to define such a sequence via the split property [17] . The latter states that in theories with a reasonable phase space degree of freedoms behavior (such that the existence of temperature states is a consequence of the assumed existence of a ground state), the following split property is valid: between the two sharply localized "monade" algebras [15] A(I) ⊂ A(I ε ) (with I ε = I − ε ∪ I + ε) there exist (infinitely many) quantum mechanical algebras B(H 1 ) (with an intermediate "fuzzy" localization)
which constitutes the prerequisite for being able to define Gibbs states. Indeed modular theory is capable to associate a distinguished unique intermediate type I factor algebra to two such includes monades with disjoint boundary points. The problem is that this construction remains rather abstract in the sense of assuring the existence and does not provide a concrete formula for the modular "Hamiltonian" for this algebra. One hopes that these split interpolations of the modular operator ∆ I associated with the Hawking-Unruh KMS state leads to a universal leading divergence for ε → 0 multiplied with a quantum matter dependent strength factor. My first attempt to establish this was (as a result of the abstract nature of the split construction) less than successful [13] .
Here I will follow a slightly different more concrete and controllable idea with a similar intuitive content whose limiting behavior I expect to be the same. The starting point is the angular Euclideanization [15] of the vacuum state restricted 6 They are isomorphic to the unique hyperfinite type III 1 factor algebra which has a number of remarkable properties which distinguish it from the standard quantum mechanical algebras. The relative positioning of a finite number of copies ("monades") in a common Hilbert space encodes all properties (e.g. spacetime and inner symmetries) of a full-fledged QFT [15] .
to the algebra localized in the interval (-1,1) . The crucial formula is
in words the modular Euclideanization of the dilation∆ iτ ⊂ S(2, R) associated with (-1,1) is equal to the same dilation∆ iτ c ⊂ SU (1, 1) in the compact picture −i < z = itanh 2πτ 2 < i which is in turn equal to the contraction obtained from the analytically continued S(2, R) picture rotation. In terms of vacuum expectation values the relation between the two description is as follows
where on the left hand side Φ(x = tan 2πt 2 ) = e 2πitL0 Φ(0)e −2πitL0 i.e. the fields in the vacuum expectation are the analytic continuations in the angular variable in the noncompact SL(2,Z) representation whereas the right hand side denotes the fields in the rapidity parametrization of the dilatation subgroup of the circular interval (−i, i) in the compact Moebius-group prescription∆ iτ c ⊂ SU (1, 1) . The problem of defining a localization entropy for an interval on the right hand side is then transferred to that of assigning an entropy to the rotational Hamiltonian. But for the latter there exists a natural interpolation. It consists in representing the 2π KMS state on the right hand side by a limit of rotational heat bath Gibbs temperature states at temperature 2πβ for β → ∞. Thanks to the temperature duality identity for thermal expectations in the charge ρ α sector
which is also a consequence of the angular Euclideanization (but this time the state which is restricted to the subalgebra is the L 0 thermal state at inverse temperature 2πβ), the zero temperature limit may be replaced by the S-transformed infinite temperature limit (the "chaos state"). Here the matrix S is the statistics character matrix i.e. a numerical matrix which describes the invariant content of a charge transport of a localized charge which is transported around the circle in the presence of another charge. For a large class of models this matrix is identical to the character matrix of Kac Peterson and Verlinde which diagonalizes the fusion rules. Let us for concreteness restrict our derivation to the family of minimal models. For the computation of the entropy we only need the partition function Z α (β) i.e. the Gibbs state expectation of the identity
ρα 0 (11)
The equality used in the third line is simply the temperature duality relation (10) and the passing to the last line uses the fact that all non-vacuum contributions to the sum over the β-sectors are exponentially small. The temperature duality converts the zero temperature limit into the "chaos" limit 7 on which the asymptotic estimates of Cardy [18] can be applied. The main conceptual difference to similar calculations [19] [20] is that these estimates on the localization entropy of chiral theories have nothing to do with the area behavior whose origin is the absence of transverse vacuum polarization and which already has been taken into account in reducing the holographic lightfront entropy to that of an auxiliary chiral theory. The proportionality of the localization-entropy of a d-dimensional Rindler-Unruh wedge is a totally generic behavior in contradistinction to some attempts at the calculation of microscopic black hole entropy which presently requires restrictions to special models.
For more general chiral models beyond minimal models the temperature may not be the only parameter which enters the description of thermal behavior. In theories with a rich charge structure one may need the chiral analog of chemical potentials.
Note that the localization entropy of the auxiliary chiral theory does not depend on the length of an interval. In the presence of several intervals corresponding to stochastically independent systems, the partition functions factorized and the entropy is simply as expected the sum of the contributions from the individual intervals.
I still believe that an investigation based on the split property (which assigns automatically a modular Gibbs type state to the split type I ∞ intermediate factor) will lead to the same leading term with β being replaced by the split distance ε, but my preliminary attempts to prove this were not successful [13] .
Possible connections between localization-and black hole-entropy
Thermal aspects caused by the quantum field theoretic vacuum polarization at boundaries of causally complete localization regions are in several aspects different from the classical heat bath thermal behavior. In contradistinction to a freely varying temperature, the vacuum polarization-caused temperature is determined by the geometry together with a surface parameter (the surface "gravity") which in the case of the Unruh Gedankenexperiment is different from the Hawking black hole situation or from the surface strengths of the many contemplated black hole analogs in different areas of physics (optics, acoustics, hydrodynamics,...) and accounts for the difference of the geometrical modular operator and the the physical "Hamiltonian". In the application of localization entropy to such situations β contains in addition to the inverse temperature also the analog of this surface gravity which varies by orders of magnitude depending on the nature of the analog. In this work we have shown of how one can introduce a microscopic measure of disorder for a wedge-localized algebra which is additive under tensor factorization (which characterizes statistical independence for quantum systems), i.e. an unnormalized entropy. The absence of transverse vacuum polarizations in the holographic lightfront projection accounts for the area proportionality (area = edge of the wedge) of any definition of disorder caused by vacuum polarization near the boundary (the causal horizon of a wedge region). This reduces the calculation of localization entropy to that of an interval in a Moebius invariant theory. The localization entropy of the vacuum restricted to the algebra of an interval has to be computed by approximating the KMS state resulting from this restriction by a sequence of "natural" Gibbs state whose "Hamiltonians" approximate the scale transformation associated with the interval which is the KMS automorphism group to which the Hawking-Unruh temperature is associated. The resulting limit for the localization entropy of the interval diverges, as one expects from the historical roots of vacuum polarization in Heisenberg's work, but the careful application of modular methods reveal that this divergence is universal i.e. it is possible to define an localization entropy up to a universal undetermined constant. The ratio of limiting entropies is well-defined and given in terms of numbers which vary only with the holographic universality class. The present framework does not seem to lead to fundamental thermodynamic laws and perhaps one should not expect that there are such laws which resemble those of classical heat bath thermal behavior.
The Bekenstein area law on the other hand is not based on a microscopic notion of entropy but rather is based on the assumption of the validity of the classical heat bath thermodynamic fundamental laws which a normalize a macroscopically defined entropy. Even if one assumes the existence of such fundamental laws for local quantum matter, it is not clear that they are of the same universal nature as for classical matter; it is well-known that quantum matter behaves in a much more differentiated manner than classical matter.
We cannot exclude the possibility that an unknown mechanism within the elusive quantum gravity undoes the dependency of entropy on the holographic equivalence classes of quantum matter and re-normalizes the entropy according to the classical fundamental thermodynamic laws to the Bekenstein value. But we can dispose of the idea that the area behavior in itself is characteristic for quantum gravity. For the time-being it appears more plausible that the Bekenstein law which has been derived on the basis of classical heat bath matter receives corrections from quantum matter, even if one does not understand the mechanism which is expected to normalize the localization-entropy in the presence of gravitation. Certainly the black hole gravitation contributes a geometric and physical reality to event horizons and their thermal manifestations which, in the absence of spacetime curvature, would remain at best in the Unruh world of Gedankenexperiments and black hole analogs.
Presently there are two candidates which are expected (by two different communities) to indicate the route to quantum gravity: string theory and loop gravitation. Whereas string theory apparently fails on "background independence", the loop gravitation inherits the background independence from the classical gravity formulation in the form of (a very singular realization!) of diffeomorphism invariance. It is well-known that in such diffeomorphism-preserving quantizations of topological subalgebras one looses localizability; expressed the other way around: localizable QFT can at most have states which are invariant under a finite dimensional subgroup (e.g. the Moebius subgroup of Dif f (S) in case of chiral theories). The insistence in a diffeomorphism invariant state forces the algebras to be "combinatorial" (Murray-von Neumann type II 1 , called topological field theories by physicists). Hence loop theory achieves diffeomorphism invariance at a very high price of loosing any connection with the local world of low and high energy laboratory physics.
Actually it has been shown recently that background independence in the form of a quantum version of Einstein's local covariance principle can be achieved in QFT in curved spacetime on the level of the algebraic structure; although this algebraically formulated local invariance property is not inherited by individual states it is carried by folia (quasi-equivalence classes) of states [21] . This deep result together with the recognition that a net of observable algebras (the basic structure of algebraic QFT) as well as the Poincaré invariance structure of the Minkowski spacetime in which they "live" (are localized) can be constructed from the position of copies of a unique abstract von Neumann algebra ("the monade") within a common Hilbert space [15] suggests strongly that the path to quantum gravity should e preceded by a problematization of the relation between modular localization, modular positioning of algebras, spacetime geometry and thermal behavior. These properties are on the one hand solidly anchored in QFT (although difficult to access by Lagrangian methods) and yet lead to many "revolutionary" surprises and insufficiently understood connections. It is hard to believe that an understanding of quantum gravity can be achieved without clearing up these issues.
